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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with Wheelchair.q, a concept for a stair climbing wheelchair capable of moving in structured and unstructured environments, climbing over obstacles and going up and down stairs. The design of the wheelchair, consisting of a frame, a seat and a four-bar linkage mechanism that connects frame and seat, is presented.

The four-bar linkage moves and rotates the chair to prevent the wheelchair from overturning and to guarantee a comfortable posture to the passenger during different operations. The kinematic synthesis of the linkage mechanism is discussed using an algebraic method. When the wheelchair faces an obstacle such as a step or a stair, it can passively change locomotion mode, from rolling on wheels to walking on rotating legs, thanks to its self-adaptive locomotion units. The function of the locomotion unit is described and modeled using kinematic equations. The locomotion unit requires only one motor, for both wheeled and legged locomotion. Tests on a scale prototype were conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of this locomotion.
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1. Introduction

A civilized society must guarantee fair living conditions for all its members, including disabled people. Over the past few years, changing attitudes have made society more sensitive to this issue.

Mobility is the most common problem for disabled people, a problem that the introduction of power wheelchairs has done much to alleviate. However, a power wheelchair is useless when confronted with an architectural barrier. For this reason, a number of wheelchairs with stair climbing ability have been developed.

Some of them use tracks, as in [1]: these power wheelchairs consume a great deal of energy, compared to power wheelchairs. In addition they are heavy, approaching and leaving stairs are quite dangerous and slippage, when steering, is unavoidable. Some other solutions adopt a wheel-track locomotion system, as in [2] or in the TopChair [3]: these designs use a track system only for off-road and stair-climbing operations, using wheels on ground. Though approaching and leaving continue to be a problem, these wheelchairs are more efficient than previous solutions, in terms of energy consumption. Other solutions, such as the iBot [4], adopt a hybrid locomotion system whose major drawback is the high cost required to achieve reasonable safety standards. A more highly evolved device, presented in [5], uses a specific climbing mechanism for step climbing operations and wheels for on-road motion: this solution is lighter than wheel-track wheelchairs and has no problems in approaching and leaving stairs, but still requires a large number of actuators. At present no commercial device has conquered the market and climbing over barriers continues to be a major problem for the disabled.

The stair climbing wheelchair presented in this paper was developed from the authors' research in the Epi.q project. This project designed and built robots capable of moving on and off-road in structured and unstructured environments, going up and down stairs and climbing over obstacles. Thanks to their auto-adaptive locomotion units, which have a “wheel-leg” design, these robots can passively change their locomotion mode when they encounter an obstacle, from rolling on wheels to walking on.
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rotating legs, doing so in accordance with local friction and dynamic conditions. The first prototypes, Epi.q-1.1 and Epi.q-1.2, are described in [6] and a further development, called Epi.q-2, is presented in [7].

The locomotion unit implemented in Epi.q-2 has now been adapted to the stair climbing wheelchair, thus providing an effective alternative to existing solutions that can improve disabled mobility, as described in [8].

This paper presents an evolved version Wheelchair.q, a motorized wheelchair with climbing ability. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the wheelchair design, Section 3 investigates a linkage mechanism, and Section 4 provides a description of the locomotion unit and the different kinds of locomotion. Conclusions are illustrated in Section 5.

2. Wheelchair design

Wheelchair.q, shown in Fig. 1, is a concept for a stair and step climbing wheelchair.

As can be seen from the figure, the wheelchair consists essentially of three elements: a frame, a seat and a linkage mechanism connecting frame and seat. Using only one motor and transmission system per locomotion unit, the wheelchair passively changes its locomotion, from rolling on wheels (“advancing mode”) to walking on legs one (“automatic climbing mode”), simply on the basis of local friction and dynamic conditions.

2.1. Frame

The frame, shown in Fig. 2, consists of a chassis (1, red) that carries two motorized locomotion units (2) (described in detail Section 3), a support (3) for two electrical gear-motors (4), two idle triple wheels units (5) and a battery pack (6).

The chassis consists mainly of two tubular structures (a) connected by means of crossbars (b); two triangular tubular structures (c) on the front support the triple wheel units (5). This geometry provides space for stowing the pivoting wheel, shown in Fig. 3, when it is lifted up, and at the same time stiffens the structure against lateral forces. Connection points (d) are hinges for the linkage mechanism.

The triple wheel units (5) consist of a spider, rotating around a central axis, with three idle wheels placed at its vertices. Wheel size was chosen on the basis of the consideration that large wheels can better absorb vibrations caused by uneven terrain, while small wheels reduce overall dimensions. Accordingly, larger wheels were selected for the locomotion unit and for the pivoting wheel, which are in contact with the ground most of the time, while smaller ones were chosen for the triple wheel units, in contact

![Fig. 1. Wheelchair.q on flat terrain and on stairs.](image1)

![Fig. 2. The frame.](image2)
with the terrain only during stair climbing operations. The triple wheel unit design allows the wheelchair to climb over obstacles up to 210 mm high, as verified from simulations.

The gear-motors (4) are placed on a support (3), rigidly connected to the frame by means of screws, and the battery pack (6) is placed below the seat. The chosen gear-motors are 750 W units, with 1:64 gear ratio, though the chassis and support are designed to host gear-motors up to 1200 W.

2.2. Seat

The seat, shown in Fig. 3, is a tubular structure carrying a chair and a pivoting wheel. The seat consists essentially of two tubular structures (e) connected by means of crossbars (f), a chair support (g) and a pipe (h) that ends with a pivoting wheel (i). Connection points (j), in tubular structure (e), are hinges for the linkage mechanism.

The seat can move relative to the frame: during stair climbing operations in fact the wheelchair is moved backwards and reoriented.

2.3. Linkage mechanism

The linkage mechanism generates relative motion between the frame and the seat.

During stair climbing operations it is required to accomplish three different tasks: moving the seat backwards, reorienting it and lifting up the pivoting wheel. When the seat is moved backwards, the center of mass of the wheelchair is placed in a safe position, and overturning is thus prevented. In addition, the seat is reoriented in order to guarantee a safe and comfortable posture for the passenger. Finally the pivoting wheel is lifted, to ensure contact between the two idle triple wheel units and the ground, as shown in Fig. 1.

In order to accomplish these tasks a four-bar linkage \( \{A_0, B_0, A, B\} \) and shown in Fig. 4) was chosen.

The linkage mechanism is actuated by a mini-motor (l) linked to an irreversible lead screw system (m). When the seat reaches the desired position the mini-motor can be switched off and no further energy is needed to maintain the position.
Future plans call for providing the mini-motor with a closed loop control system for seat position and posture relative to the frame. The absolute inclination angle of the seat can be detected by sensors (redundant for safety reasons). This information, compared to the desired posture, would be the input for the control algorithm.

2.4. Wheelchair operation

When the wheelchair moves on flat terrain the two locomotion units (2) and the pivoting wheel (i) are in contact with the ground, as shown in Fig. 5. Steering is accomplished by driving the two gear-motors at different speeds (differential steering).

In addressing the complex task of stair ascent or descent, the most important requirements are user security and stability. Taking into account these requirements, the following are necessary:

• a sufficiently large support base;
• an overall center of gravity positioned as low as possible;
• a wheelchair design that prevents any interference between the wheelchair, the user and the stairs.

These features involve climbing and descending stairs with the user’s back facing the stairs.

When the wheelchair is going up or down stairs the locomotion units (2) and the idle triple wheel units (5) are in contact with the ground, while the pivoting wheel (i), integral with the chair, is lifted up. This configuration is comfortable for the passenger, because the seat posture is changed, and stable, because the center of mass is moved in a safe position. In addition, undesired steering is limited by local frictions between wheels and ground.

The trajectory of the locomotion unit central axis during stair-climbing operations is also controlled by the motor angular speed, in order to make the overall motion perceived by the wheelchair user comfortable and stable.

3. Linkage mechanism design

The four-bar linkage mechanism, as mentioned in Section 2, is required to accomplish three different tasks during stair climbing operations: moving the center of mass of the seat backward to prevent overturning, reorienting the seat so that the passenger has a comfortable posture, and lifting up the pivoting wheel so that the two idle triple wheel units and the ground make contact. To reduce energy consumption, the linkage mechanism is actuated by an irreversible system that can be switched off when the desired position is reached. The length of the links was also chosen with a view to reduce energy requirements. To this end, the mechanism moves and reorients the seat with a small rise in the seat’s center of mass, as shown in Fig. 6.

3.1. Four-bar linkage synthesis

Once the four-bar linkage mechanism was chosen, only its geometry had to be determined. Fig. 7 shows the four-bar linkage in an initial position (red) and in a generic position (green). \(A_0\) and \(B_0\) are hinges built into the frame, designated as (d) in Fig. 2. \(A\) and \(B\) are hinges fabricated in the seat, designated as (j) in Fig. 3. \(E\) is the center of mass of the seat, shown in Fig. 6.

Each link of a four-bar linkage can be represented in a complex plane, as described in [9] and in [10], using complex numbers. With respect to Fig. 7, a single link can be expressed as:

\[
\overrightarrow{z_1} = z_1 e^{bi}
\] (1)

Fig. 5. Stair climbing sequence.
which, after a rotation, becomes:

$$\vec{z}_{1j} = z_t e^{i(\alpha_t + \alpha_j)} = \vec{z}_1 e^{i\alpha}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

For a generic displacement of the four-bar linkage it is possible to write the following equations:

$$\vec{z}_1 + \vec{z}_5 + \vec{s}_j - \vec{z}_5 - \vec{z}_{1j} = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\vec{z}_3 + \vec{z}_6 + \vec{s}_j - \vec{z}_6 - \vec{z}_{3j} = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

which can be rewritten as:

$$\vec{z}_1 \cdot (e^{i\alpha_1} - 1) + \vec{z}_5 \cdot (e^{i\alpha_5} - 1) = \vec{s}_j$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\vec{z}_3 \cdot (e^{i\alpha_3} - 1) + \vec{z}_6 \cdot (e^{i\alpha_6} - 1) = \vec{s}_j$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \(s_j\) is the displacement of point \(E\). If \(\alpha_j, \beta_j\) and \(\gamma_j\) are known, the above problem becomes linear and only two more equations are needed. These new equations come from a further displacement of the four bar linkage.

The wheelchair problem consists of moving the seat backwards and rotating it. This means moving the point \(E\) to a suitable position \(s_j\) and, at the same time, rotating the \(z_2\) link by an appropriate angle \(\beta_j\), as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, if two displacements are chosen, for example an intermediate position between initial and final position, the problem can be expressed as follows:

$$\begin{bmatrix} e^{i\alpha_1} - 1 & e^{i\beta_1} - 1 \\ e^{i\alpha_2} - 1 & e^{i\beta_2} - 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \vec{z}_1 \\ \vec{z}_2 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \vec{s}_1 \\ \vec{s}_2 \end{bmatrix}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$\begin{bmatrix} e^{i\alpha_3} - 1 & e^{i\beta_3} - 1 \\ e^{i\alpha_4} - 1 & e^{i\beta_4} - 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \vec{z}_3 \\ \vec{z}_4 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \vec{s}_1 \\ \vec{s}_2 \end{bmatrix}$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

Fig. 6. Relative motion of the seat with respect to the frame; the seat center of mass is designated by the letter \(E\).

Fig. 7. The four-bar linkage in an initial position (red) and in a generic -j position (green).
which becomes the linear problem:

\[ [A] \cdot \{z\} = \{s\} \]

for which the solution is

\[ \{z\} = [A]^{-1} \cdot \{s\} \]

only if \( \det(A) \neq 0 \).

Two other equations are independent from the displacement and identify \( z_2 \) and \( z_4 \) links:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{z}_2 &= \vec{z}_5 - \vec{z}_6 \\
\vec{z}_4 &= \vec{z}_1 + \vec{z}_2 - \vec{z}_3
\end{align*}
\]

An algorithm was used to find possible solutions with different values of \( \alpha_j \) and \( \gamma_j \) as inputs, while the overall dimensions of the four-bar linkage were verified in order not to exceed a limiting value.

Finally the best mechanism was chosen from among the proposed solutions. Dimensions for the present application are shown in Table 1.

### 4. Mechanical design of the locomotion unit

Wheelchair.q was designed to cope with flat, inclined or undulating ground, uneven terrain, stairs and obstacles. The locomotion unit design starts from the idea that different motions can be obtained using only one transmission system, simply by locking or unlocking certain degrees of freedom along the kinematic chain. An epicyclic gearing was chosen as the transmission system for each locomotion unit, where the two degrees of freedom are wheels and planet carrier rotations.

As depicted in Fig. 8, the locomotion unit is axially joined to the frame (0) but rotationally free by means of bearings. The locomotion unit consists of the following elements: gear motor (1), planet carrier (2), solar gear (3), first planet gear (4), second planet gear (5) and wheel (6).

Using only one motor and a transmission system per locomotion unit, the wheelchair passively changes its locomotion, from rolling on wheels (“advancing mode”) to walking on legs (“automatic climbing mode”), according to local friction and dynamic conditions (Table 2).

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_0B_0 )</td>
<td>90 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_0A )</td>
<td>87 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( AB )</td>
<td>60 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_0B )</td>
<td>115 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| \( \vec{z}_2 \) = \( \vec{z}_5 - \vec{z}_6 \) |
| \( \vec{z}_4 \) = \( \vec{z}_1 + \vec{z}_2 - \vec{z}_3 \) |

---

Fig. 8. Wheelchair.q locomotion unit.
Each type of locomotion can be described using two kinematic equations that can be gathered from the description of the mechanical gearing operation. One equation is valid for all operating conditions, since it represents the meshing condition in the epicyclic gearing:

\[
\frac{\omega_W - \Omega}{\omega_M - \Omega} = -\frac{r_{PG1}}{r_{PC2}} \cdot \left( -\frac{r_S}{r_{PG1}} \right) = k_e
\]  

(13)

The other equation, which describes the physical constraints introduced by local and dynamic conditions, is different for each locomotion mode. The system of these two equations univocally determines the robot kinematics, as will be explained in the following subsections.

4.1. Advancing mode

During “advancing mode”, robot weight and the reaction forces due to the contact between wheels and ground constrain the angular position of the locomotion unit; when the robot is moving on flat ground, planet carrier rotation is hindered:

\[
\Omega = 0
\]  

(14)

and the gear ratio \(i_A\) of the locomotion unit and the robot linear velocity \(v_A\) (see Fig. 9) can thus be expressed as:

\[
i_A = \frac{\omega_W}{\omega_M} = \frac{r_S}{r_{PC2}} = k_e
\]  

(15)

\[
v_A = \omega_W \cdot r_W = \omega_M \cdot k_e \cdot r_W
\]  

(16)

4.2. Automatic climbing mode

When the torque required by the motor for the “advancing mode” exceeds a limiting value, the “automatic climbing mode” is triggered. For example, when moving in a structured environment, the wheelchair can climb over an obstacle when it bumps against a step and the local friction due to the contact between wheel and obstacle is sufficient to block the wheel. In this case front wheel and second planet gear rotation are hindered and planet carrier rotation starts as a result. The locomotion unit then rotates around the stopped wheel (see Fig. 9) and the wheelchair can climb over the obstacle:

\[
\omega_W = \omega_{PC2} = 0
\]  

(17)

---

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Radius</th>
<th>Rot. speed</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear motor</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\omega_M)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planet carrier</td>
<td>(\Omega)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\omega_S)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar gear</td>
<td>(r_S)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\omega_{PC1})</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First planet gear</td>
<td>(PG1)</td>
<td>(r_{PG1})</td>
<td>(\omega_{PC2})</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second planet gear</td>
<td>(PG1)</td>
<td>(r_{PC2})</td>
<td>(\omega_W)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel</td>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>(r_W)</td>
<td>(\omega_W)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 9.** Locomotion unit during step climbing operation.
During "automatic climbing mode", locomotion unit gear ratio $i_{AC}$ and the wheelchair linear velocity $v_{AC}$ (see Fig. 9) can be expressed as:

$$i_{AC} = \frac{\Omega}{\omega_M} = \frac{k_e}{k_e - 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

$$v_{AC} = \Omega \cdot l = \omega_M \cdot \frac{k_e}{k_e - 1} \cdot l_l$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Planet carrier geometry is such that it reduces the risk of interference between obstacles and locomotion units. Nevertheless, interference can sometimes occur, especially during "automatic climbing mode". Even in such cases, however, the wheelchair can climb over an obstacle with a motion that combines advancing and automatic climbing mode.

4.3. Transition conditions

An in-depth study of the transition conditions between advancing and automatic climbing mode was conducted in [11]. Transition conditions occur in at least three cases: when the wheelchair encounters obstacles and friction conditions between front wheel and obstacle are able to stop the wheel, when the wheelchair is moving on a slope that exceeds a limiting value or when wheelchair acceleration exceeds a limiting value.

Transition conditions were investigated using simplified analytical models, that consider the influence of gear ratios ($i_k$), locomotion group efficiency ($\eta$) and wheelchair geometry.

When the wheelchair is moving at uniform speed on an inclined surface, motor torque is roughly proportional to the slope. If the slope exceeds a limiting value, the required torque exceeds the limiting value that triggers planet carrier revolution, causing legged motion.

When the wheelchair is moving on a flat surface, motor torque is roughly proportional to the acceleration. If the acceleration exceeds a limiting value, the required torque exceeds the limiting value that triggers planet carrier revolution, causing legged motion.

4.4. Experimental and theoretical results on a scaled prototype

A small prototype of a mobile robot was built in order to test the effectiveness of the type of locomotion described herein, [6]. This prototype does not have the same wheelchair chassis, but a structure that makes it more suitable for applications involving surveillance, monitoring or operation in dangerous environments. This prototype was used to experimentally assess locomotion unit behavior when negotiating an obstacle or during step operations.

The prototype was designed using kinematic and dynamic models whereby appropriate parameters for the transmission system and vehicle size can be selected. These parameters define the transition threshold between wheeled and legged locomotion. This threshold was experimentally evaluated for the robot prototype.

The experiments carried out on the robot were the starting point for the engineering design of the wheelchair currently under development.

5. Conclusions

A concept for a stair climbing wheelchair was presented. Thanks to its auto-adaptive locomotion units, it can move in structured and unstructured environments, climb over obstacles and go up and down stairs. The locomotion unit's mechanical design makes it possible to reduce the number of motors and thus the wheelchair's weight and size. In fact, only one motor is necessary for each locomotion unit. Control algorithm complexity also decreases: changes in locomotion mode, from rolling on wheels to walking on legs, are triggered entirely by local friction and dynamic conditions, with no need for a high level control.

By comparison with other solutions, stair climbing operations are safer and passenger posture can be arranged dynamically. With these features, the wheelchair presented could be very useful for disabled people.

Future works will include building a prototype, in order to test wheelchair effectiveness.
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